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1- A prophet has a esoteric power of initiating men into the Divine mysteries.
1. 

2. 

3.

  

4. 

2- He summoned them to attend the meeting the previous week.
1.   

2.  

3.  

4.  

3- Zaydis…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
1. Were followed the Imamate of Musa al- Kazim
2. Accepted Abdolla al- Aftah as their Imam
3. Were followed the Imamate of Imam al – Sajjad
4. Were one of the branches of Christianity

4- Many of Shiites were ……………..on the accusation of the following shiism.
1. established

2. killed

3. followed

4. offered

5- The zaydis donot follow the …………………….of the household of the prophet as the twelve –Imam

Shiites do.
1. pilgrim

2. jurisprudence

3. source

4. transformation

6- The God believers ‘ eyes has become …………..through the vision of the light of the pure creator.
1. Elevated

2. originated

3. illuminated

4. contributed

7- ....................the verses of Quran are the signs for whom deliberate upon.
1. Probably

2. Enigmatically

3. Nearly

4. verily

8- A person or animal that lives in or occupies a place is the ……………of that place.
1. torture

2. inhabitant

3. cover

4. dross

9- Hadith received from the prophet and his revered household is known as sunnah
1.  

2.  

3.



4. !"

10- The prophet said” The Holy Quran has a beautiful exterior and a …………………….interior
1. limited
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2. spiritual

3. religious
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11- They worship God with the hope of recompense or fear of punishment in the next world.
1. Illusion

2. reward

3. pleasure

4. establishment

12- The higher world realities cannot be referred as except by
2. decree

1. lecture

3. gesture

4. allusion

13- A certain number of Hadiths were forgotten , lost or distorted after the death of prophet.
1. # $ %&

2. ' (  )

3. # $ !( *+

4. # $ ,(+

14- A proof whose premises are based on reality, but they aren’t observable or evident is known

as…..
1. opposition

2. Initiative

3. accusation

4. demonstration

15- It is Ali whose compelling metaphysical utterances contain the deepest philosophical thought.
2. #0

1. -./

3. 1)2

4. 3

16- The Maraghah observatory ………………….its existence to khawajah Nasir al- Din Tusi
1. followed

2. preserved

3. owed

4. generate

17- Those who reject the possibility of knowledge or even national belief in certain spheres is called

……..
1. believers

2. skeptics

3. infidels

4. prophets

18- gnosis is one of the pathes of worship , a path based on knowledge combined with love rather

than fear.
2. 6

1. 4 5+

3. %+

4.  2

19- Ail’s words in the gnosis domain comprise an inexhaustible treasury of wisdom.
1.  7

+

2. (.8  9:

3. ' ;&

4. .&
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20- In many verses the world of creation and all that is in it without exception are regarded as the

……………
Of the Divine.
1.

Sources

2.

3.

duties

sciences

4.

signs

21- The …………………becomes actualized under the influences of laws which know no exception.
1.

world

2.

human

3.

religion

4.

decree

22- The Divine essence transcends all limitations .
1. (

2. 

3. <=

4. >?

23- Essentially, there is one reality involved which is one and…………………………
1.

inadmissible

2.

limited

3.

indivisible

4.

eloquent

4.

intellectual

24- God, the most exalted, is …………………..reality without any boundary or limit
1.

Ascetic

2.

absolute

3.

promised

25- Qualities of perfection give higher ontological value to the objects that they qualify
1.  $ :

2. @

3. /A B/

4. < C
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